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Abstract 
Very High Throughput Satellites (VHTS) surpass the capacity of traditional systems providing FSS and 

BSS (fixed and broadcasting satellite services, respectively) using multi-beam coverage. The objective 

of VHTS systems is to achieve a satellite capacity of 1 Terabit/s in the near future.  These systems 

provide greater satellite capacity at a reduced cost per Gbps in orbit, but further optimization is needed 

to use the full capacity of the satellite over time as traffic demand is non-uniform and changing over 

time. In other words, VHTS systems require flexible payloads to meet changing traffic demands. This 

paper presents a solution for the automatic management of a flexible payload architecture using a Neural 

Network and considering resource allocation as a classification problem. 
 

1 Introduction 

VHTS (Very High Throughput Satellites) concept has been appointed by users, satellite operators, and 

manufacturers to play a key role in complementing future 5G networks terrestrial networks. It is 

expected that satellite communications provide capacities close to 1 Terabit/s in the near future (2020-

2025). The use of multibeam coverage along with low frequency reuse factors are intended to increase 

capacity in a limited spectrum. In addition, the Ka/Q/V/W bands will play a very important role in 

satellite communications, as well as in the use of the optical connection link. But mainly, the flexible 

payload will be an optimal solution to meet changing traffic patterns and demands [1].  

 

VHTS systems are characterized by the use of multibeam technology to provide the coverage for a 

particular area. Transponders on board actual VHTS satellites make use of bent-pipe architectures, so 

that the use of power and bandwidth resources are fixed per beam, independent of the traffic demand in 

the beam area. 

 

VHTS satellite systems assume uniform traffic offered per beam, but it is anticipated that future traffic 

demands will be very uneven in the service area. However, imbalances cause some beams to be 

overprovisioned, while others are not provisioned enough, this results in lower satisfaction of the traffic 

demands. However, one of the main challenges in the design of a future satellite broadband system is 

how to increase the revenues of operators and deal with unequal traffic demands simultaneously. 

 

The design of a new generation of satellite payloads, capable of flexibly allocating resources, is one of 

the main focus of current research activities. In this sense, authors in [2] study the problem of radio 

resources allocation in the user link of the forward link of multi-beam satellite networks, in which an 

objective function is proposed in order to minimize the error between the offered capacity and the 

required capacity. However, in order to meet traffic demands, it is necessary to carry out an exhaustive 
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analysis of the requirements in the payload architecture and in the methods for resource allocation in 

flexible payloads.  

 

The need to implement flexible payload architectures is clear. However, a present challenge is how to 

allocate resources efficiently and autonomously depending on traffic demand requirements. In this 

sense, the interest to use Machine Learning (ML) algorithms in satellite communications has increased 

recently [3][4]. There have been some technological advances in the use of ML on-board 

communications satellites (e.g. by NASA for cognitive space communications) [5], and some of these 

advances mainly focus on control and autonomous operations [6][7]. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation to use machine learning for the 

management of flexible payloads. Section 3 presents the system model before presenting problem 

definition and mathematical formulation in section 4. Section 5 details to evaluate the use of Neural 

Networks (NN) to manage the communication resources of the flexible payload. In section 6, the 

performance of the proposed approach for a case study is presented. Section 7 discusses the features of 

the proposed solution, and finally section 8 draws the main conclusions the paper. 

2 Machine Learning Techniques for Payload Management 

As discussed in [8], the use of ML techniques applied in satellite communications overcomes some of 

the limitations of other approaches for resource allocation in cognitive radios. When the number of 

communication resources and the selection of a particular set presents conflicting goals, the use of 

optimization techniques are limited. 

 

Authors have extended the analysis to LEO and Deep Space mission operations [9]. Here, authors 

introduce the concept of Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology to enable the flexibility and 

configurability that future cognitive communication missions will require, thus allowing the system to 

adapt to changes using software updates. 

 

The scope of the paper is the evaluation of ML techniques for the management of a flexible payload. In 

the case presented, the system shall respond to changes in the traffic demand by modifying two 

communication resources: beamwidth and power for a limited number of beams. Although it may seem 

feasible the reach a solution to this problem making use of optimization techniques, at a larger scale the 

number of resources to be managed, the constraints coming from the system and the infinite number of 

traffic demand situations may lead to a non resolvable problem using conventional techniques. 

 

In contrast to references [3][4][8][9], where reinforced learning algorithms are proposed, here we 

present the flexible payload management as a classification algorithm, where a previously trained 

Neural Network is proposed to assign power and beamwidth depending on the traffic demand. Authors 

in [10] combine beam-hopping with different beam sizes depending on user terminal density and service 

quality in the service area. A discussion on which should be the most appropriate strategy is presented 

section 7. 

3 System model 

The contribution proposes the use of ML techniques for the management of payload resources on board 

a multibeam satellite with B user beams operating in Ka band. In the satellite payload model each beam 

is fed with a single power amplifier, no power is not shared between beams. We consider the user link 

of the forward link assuming that the feeder link does not affect the performance of the end-to-end link. 

This assumption is valid since fade mitigation techniques such as uplink power control or gateway 

diversity can be part of the system architecture, thus maintaining the performance of the feeder link. 

 

Regarding the flexibility, the payload manager has to select a combination of beamwidth and power per 

beam. In our model, the bandwidth is fixed for the user beam, so that it is not part of the resources that 

the payload manager can use. 

 

Satellite antenna in the system model can be realized by either SFPB (Single-Feed Per Beam) or MFPB 

(Multiple Feed per Beam) by using different concepts in a beamforming networks or BFNs [11]. In case 

of SFPB, an RF switch could be used to select the appropriate feed, while in MFPB a more complex 

BFN could be used with appropriate amplitude and phase changes to steer the beam or synthesize a 
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particular beam pattern. In the model, the beam pointing is fixed in the service area, as beamsteering is 

not included in the payload antenna. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Payload architecture. 

We assume a time division scheme, where the payload manager assigns a set of resources (beamwidth 

and power) to each user beam according to the traffic demand. The process starts with the generation 

of a traffic demand vs beam vs time matrix. We assume that traffic demands in consecutive time slots 

is independent. The input to the payload manager is the traffic demand per beam in each time interval. 

Considering the traffic demand, the ML algorithm running in the payload manager assigns the resources. 

The algorithm has been previously trained as will be explained in section 5.  

 

Our system model does not consider interference due to cochannel beams neither and assumes that the 

electrical power required by the assigned power is available.  

4 Problem Definition 

With the growing traffic demand in satellite communications, the allocation of resources for each beam 

becomes key for traffic change over time. In a flexible multibeam satellite system, the beamforming 

antenna generates B beams over the coverage area. The offered capacity by b-th beam at the time t, 

Cb(t), must change as it depends on Rb(t), the required capacity required in the b-th beam at the time t. 

If the objective is the minimization of the total difference between offered and required capacity, we 

propose the optimization problem can be expressed as:  

 

𝐹𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛 → 𝐹 =

1

𝐵 
∑|𝐶𝑏(𝑡) − 𝑅𝑏(𝑡)|2

𝐵

𝑏=1

 (1)  

 

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜     

 

𝐶𝑏(𝑡) ≥ 𝑅𝑏(𝑡) (2)  

 

𝑎𝑘(𝑡)  ∈  𝐿𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑀 (3)  
 

 

 

The cost function should be subject to restriction (2) assuming that the worst case scenario is that the 

capacity offered is less than that required. In (3), 𝑎𝑘(𝑡) represents the k-th system constraint, e.g. the 

total power of the system or the available bandwidth. 𝐿𝑘 represents the set of possible values of the k-

th system constraint (M constraints are considered). 

 

In this paper, we will address the resolution of the problem described in equation (1) using Machine 

Learning, specifically using a Classification Algorithm. In this sense, when training a Neural Network 
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to solve the previously posed problem, the cost function changes due to the definition of Neural 

Networks. Fig. 2 serves as a reference to understand the problem definition. 

 

In Fig. 2, the vector X = [X1, X2, … XB] represents the B (number of beams) inputs of the Neural 

Network which correspond to the vector of required capacity R(t), which can be expressed as 

R(t)=[R1(t), R2(t), … RB(t)]. Vector Ŷ represents the N outputs of the Neural Network, these outputs 

correspond to the set of resources allocated (e.g. power, and beamwitdh) to the each of B beams. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Classification Problem for resource allocation in flexible payload 

In this sense, three cost functions are suggested in Table 1 to solve the problem described by equation 

(1) using Classification Algorithms. The three equations are presented in their simplified form, i.e. 

depending on the algorithm used, the activation function chosen to develop each of the cost functions 

for the Backpropagation algorithms must be taken into account [12].  

 
Table 1 Cost functions suggested to solve the problem described using Classification Algorithms 

Cost Function Features 

𝐽 = ‖�̂� − 𝑌‖
2
 (4)  

 

-The traditional cost function for NN depends on the 

Neural Network architecture and training data 

-Relative low computational cost 

-It is possible that it has an overfitting, that is to say, 

that the Neural Network cannot be generalized well 

to the data in which it has not been trained. 

𝐽 = ‖�̂� − 𝑌‖
2

+ 𝜆‖𝑊‖2 (5)  
 

-Cost function with regularization for NN, 𝝀 is an 

adjustable parameter, 

-It avoids overfitting so that the function adjusts to 

values for which the Neural Network was not trained- 

-The optimal value of 𝝀 should be found for best 

results. 

𝐽 = ‖�̂� − 𝑌‖
2

+ 𝜆‖𝑊‖2 + 𝛼‖𝐶(𝑡) − 𝑅(𝑡)‖2 (6)  
 

-Cost function that takes account of system 

conditions in each time interval, 

-The architecture of the system would change, as 

every instant of time t, the training data would be 

updated, and the NN would have to be trained again. 

 

Vector Ŷ represents the N outputs of the Neural Network, these outputs correspond to the set of resource 

allocated to the B beams. Y represents the training values of the network. 𝜆‖𝑊‖2 represents 

regularization term of the NN, and α represents the weight given to the error between required capacity 

and the offered capacity on time t. 

 

Equation (4) is a traditional cost function of a supervised Machine Learning algorithm and represents 

the error between the output values after training (�̂�) and the target values (𝑌). Equation (5) represents 

the cost function of the Neural Network with regularization, the term regularization is added to avoid 

overfitting, that is to say to avoid that the NN works very well but only for the training values since this 

would mean that the NN would have a very bad performance for new values [12]. In equations (4) and 
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(5), the system constraints must be taken into account when generating the training data and the training 

must be done off-line. Equation (6) represents a dynamic algorithm that takes into account the actual 

error between the offered capacity at instant t and the required capacity. This Neural Network should 

be trained on-line, as the training data would be updated at each instant of time. In this paper, the solution 

of the problem is addressed using equation (5).  

 

5 Methodology 

The methodology presented in this paper is based on the cost function of equation (5). Therefore, the 

generation of training data is an important key to achieve a better performance of the Neural Network, 

since the training is done off-line. 

 

A. Training Data 

 

The training data are obtained by a linear approximation of the spectral efficiency variation respect to 

the Carrier-to-Noise plus Interference Ratio (CINR, in dB) using the DVB-S2x standard [13] as shown 

in Figure 3. When there is a higher CINR there is a higher spectral efficiency and that means that a 

higher ModCod (Modulation and Codification) can be used and the capacity offered will increase. This 

first approximation has a major error for CINR values greater than 15 dB, this means that if the 

approximation is improved the performance of the Neural Network can be increased. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Spectral Efficiency Approximation Respect to CINR (in dB) 

In [14], it is explained that when modifying the power or beamwidth, the ERIP and the Carrier to 

Interference Ratio (CIR) will be modified which will change the CINR and capacity [15]. When 

bandwidth is a flexible parameter, capacity also becomes flexible because the offered capacity in each 

beam depends not only on the ModCod used but also on the bandwidth assigned to each beam [15]. For 

this reason, in this methodology we propose three flexible payload parameters; the assigned power to 

each beam, the beamwidth and the bandwidth. In this sense, the training data is generated following the 

process described in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Process Used to Generate Training Data 
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In order to generate the training data, the following considerations have been taken into account, which 

will then have to be studied in more detail; clear sky conditions and constant co-channel interference 

are assumed. 

 

A database is generated with possible values of required capacity in each beam (the number of beam 

depends on the architecture of the payload and the service area). For each of these possible combinations 

of required capacity in each beam, a label corresponds that indicates the configuration of the resource 

allocation set that minimizes the error between the offered capacity and the required capacity. 

 

B. Neural Network for Flexible Payload Management  

 

The Neural Network must be trained off-line, as shown in the flowchart in Figure 5, in which the 

resource allocation process is presented on a flexible payload using a Classification Neural Network. 

The trained Neural Network will serve to make the decision as to which configuration of the available 

resources in the payload is best suited to the required capacity of each beam. The resources configuration 

allocated to each beams must be reset to a default in each time period (T). This will cause 100% coverage 

to be serviced at least every time period (T). 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Neural Network for Flexible Payload Management 

Equation (7) represents the extended form (Regularized Logistic Regression) of the cost function in 

equation (5) for the training of the Neural Network. Where m represents the number of training 

examples, X(i) indicates the i-th training example with possible required capacities in each beam, X(i) = 

[X1
(i), X2

(i), ... XB
(i)], Y(i) denotes the i-th configuration corresponding to X(i), Ŷ(X(i) ) is the configuration 

predicted for X(i), k is the order of Logistic Regression and 𝜆 is the regularization parameter to avoid 

overfitting. 

𝐽(𝑊) = −
1

𝑚
∑ [𝑌(𝑖) log Ŷ(𝑋(𝑖)) + (1 − 𝑌(𝑖)) log (1 − Ŷ(𝑋(𝑖)))]𝑚

𝑖=1 +
𝜆

2𝑚
∑ 𝑊𝑗

2𝑘
𝑗=1   (7)  

6 Case Study 

Figure 6 shows the case study to evaluate the proposed methodology. The architecture shows a flexible 

payload for 5 beams, the bandwidth corresponding to each beam is fixed (250 MHz), the flexible 

parameters for each beam are the power (9, 12 or 15 dBW) and the beamwidth (0.65 or 0.55 deg).  

 

In this sense, the minimum CINR in each beam is 11.19 [dB] for this payload architecture and the 

maximum is 17.25 [dB], which is equivalent to a range of 6.06 [dB]. This corresponds to the range of 

offered capacity in each beam can have a variation of 280.4 Mbps since the minimum throughput that 

can be offered in a beam is 690.3 Mbps and the maximum is 970.7 Mbps. 
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Fig. 6 Flexible payload architecture for 5 beams 

There are 7776 different classes (Resource Allocation Configurations) for this payload architecture, 

360000 examples of training data were generated to train the Neural Network, and a Sequential Network 

was used as described in Table 2 for 𝝺= 0.01.  

 
Table 2 Neural Network Architecture 

Layer Size Activation function 

Input 5 - 

Hidden Layer 1 128 Relu 

Hidden Layer 2 32 Sigmoid 

Hidden Layer 3 32 Sigmoid 

Output 7776 Softmax 

 

Figure 7 shows the performance of the Neural Network during training. 10% of the training data was 

chosen randomly to check the performance of the Neural Network. The training was made during 100 

epochs. Blue shows the performance with the training data and red shows the performance with the test 

data. It is observed that the Neural Network converges avoiding the overfitting this is due to the 

parameter of regularization of the cost function.  

 

 

 
Accuracy during training and testing 

 
Crossed Entropy Losses during training and 

testing 
Fig. 7 Neural Network Performance ( Test;  Train). 

After training, the Neural Network is used as indicated in the diagram in Figure 5 to manage the resource 

allocation. To simplify the case study in this paper, we assume that the period of time (T) when reset to 

preset resource allocation values is zero. In other words, there is no reset in the case study. 

 

Figure 8 shows the performance of resource allocation management for three different time slots. 
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(a) Time 1 

 

(b) Time 2 

 

(c) Time 3 

Fig. 8 Performance of the Neural Network in the management of resource allocation in a flexible payload. 

Figure 8 illustrates that due to the constraint of equation (2), the capacities offered are greater than those 

required for all beams and at each instant of time, except when the required capacity is greater than the 

maximum capacity per beam that the payload can offer (0.9707 Gbps).  

 

In the three time slots, resource allocation management is carried out successfully. The error between 

the capacity offered and the capacity required decreases. However, it is observed that when the required 

capacity of the b-th beam is less than the minimum capacity that the payload can offer, the error is 

greater, the same happens when the required capacity is greater than the maximum capacity that the 

payload can offer. 

7 Discussion 

Using a Machine Learning for resource allocation management in a flexible payload has the main 

advantage that the resource allocation is managed autonomously. In this paper, we have specifically 

proposed to use a Neural Network using a classification algorithm, where classes are all possible 
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resource allocation configurations of the payload. The management of resources in the payload is done 

autonomously but the main advantage of this methodology is that the management is done with low 

computational cost, since the training of the Neural Network is done off-line. That is to say, the Neural 

Network represents only an intelligent switch for the payload that changes one configuration or another 

every instant of time, that is why the performance of the Neural Network during the training is very 

important for this methodology as well as it is also important to avoid overfitting, since it will depend 

on the correct management of the resources. 

 

However, this methodology has several challenges. One of them is that the number of classes is 

exponential depending on the number of beams and the possible variations of power, bandwidth and/or 

beamwidth. This considerably increases the computational cost during the training of the Neural 

Network. For example, for an architecture similar to the one used in case study, there are 36 classes for 

a payload of 2 beams, 7776 for 5 beams (case study) and 2.2107x1023 for 30 beams. 

 

Nonetheless, the biggest challenge presented by this solution is that it cannot be applied to other kinds 

of flexible architectures such as beam hopping in addition to the fact that the resource management 

problem is dynamic. 

 

In this sense, we propose as future work to solve the problem using other Machine Learning algorithms 

and make a comparison between their performance. For example, the challenge in increasing the number 

of classes can be addressed using Convolutional Neural Networks [16]. If a predictive model of traffic 

demand is obtained, the challenge can be solved using Recurrent Neural Networks [17]. However, the 

authors propose to solve the challenge of resource allocation in flexible payloads using Reinforcement-

Learning, due to all the dynamic variables in the VTHS system environment. 

8 Conclusions 

In this paper it has been demonstrated that a Neural Network can be used using a classification algorithm 

to automatically manage the allocation of resources in a flexible payload. 

 

The proposed NN architecture has obtained an accuracy close to 1 (0.961) during training and without 

overfitting. However, a similar performance can be obtained by modifying the network architecture and 

decreasing the number of hidden layers and/or connections, the activation functions are another 

parameter that can be evaluated to compare the computational cost and performance of the NN. 

 

In this proposed methodology the training is done off-line and the training performance is very 

important to correctly manage resources autonomously. 

 

This methodology has several challenges presented in section 7 and as future work the authors propose 

to solve the challenge of resource management using reinforcement learning. 
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